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iJear Dave, 

flaty thanks for your 10/13 and enclosure, hero today. iil in now reading it. 

It may be that in the end you will be hap;Jier with an independent book. Wait 
at4 

and Rev how it goes. 

It in astounding that a reporter like torsh would go for so much that an 
intelligent child would question. 

Like Kennedy atting that kind of agreement an paper when he was the 

candidate or the Presidtmt. 4917 that i1 an money were involved he would have even 

had knowledge 	it. ~r that she was that kind of person, as she was not. Or 

ha 	 A d any ouch need)  AJ_ (A4 hpe--  

Du : with all that is involved, they'll go ahead with this desecration 

the publisher boasts in to change ho4 we think of JAC. laudable objective! 

I look forward to that indecency. 
Thanks and best, 
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Monday October 13, 1997 

Harold Weisberg 
RR 12 Old Receiver Rd 
Frederick MD 21702 

Dear Harold: 

c23  6L1,0(14 

Enclosed is the article from the NYT on JFK's revealing letters and so forth. 

While I wait the opening of the bids on the Menominee Forest Project I am going to put 
together a critical statement on Beschloss's LBJ tapes and attempt to have a Journal of 
History somewhere publish it. At the same time I shall be looking for a journal to 
review it and use the review for my critical observations, if I fail at the first. 

Failing the winning of the bid on the Menominee Forest Project I shall go right ahead and 
write up a history of the forest from the cultural perspective I have already got. 

Oh I had to read a Never Again chapter this week end. I t is a good book. 

Why the mail does not get to you in an appropriate time is beyond me. I send things to 
Elizabeth and she gets them almost always within two days. 


